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Section 396(g)(1)(A) of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended, authorizes CPB to “facilitate the full development of public telecommunications in which programs of high quality, diversity, creativity, excellence, and innovation, which are obtained from diverse sources, will be made available to public telecommunications entities, with strict adherence to objectivity and balance in all programs or series of programs of a controversial nature”. As part of its efforts to carry out these duties, CPB commissioned several white papers to independently examine CPB’s objectivity and balance mandate and provide feedback on its efforts to meet those obligations. This document is one of those white papers. The views expressed herein are solely those of the author(s) of this paper and not of CPB. CPB did not contribute to the contents of this paper, does not express an opinion about the views presented herein, and does not endorse its findings.
Overview

This White Paper will examine the practice and methodology of analyzing journalistic content. We will describe the historical evolution of news and public affairs analysis in commercial and public media, both in U.S. and international contexts, review and critique the typical criteria and concepts used in such research, and consider the range of contemporary approaches. We will recommend formal policies and procedures for conducting regular reviews of public media programming for objectivity and balance, in accordance with the Corporation for Public Broadcasting Office of Inspector General’s (OIG) recommendation to the CPB Board.¹

Journalistic assessment is generally concerned with two dimensions -- accuracy and impartiality – which are often seen as distinct. The first dimension involves factualness and verification; put simply, did the journalist get the information right? The second dimension is more complicated, and has many referents: objectivity and balance, fairness, neutrality. Or it is noted in the obverse, as bias or slant. However, in practice it can be difficult to disentangle the dimensions. A critic may claim bias in a journalist’s selection of sources to garner facts, or contend that certain facts were excluded to slant a story. As the influential communication theorist Denis McQuail has argued, “It is hard to overstate the degree to which all news information is bound to be an expression, reflection and outcome of values as well as a recital of facts.”² Valid, credible assessment of journalistic content, therefore, must be broadly conceived.

Historical Evolution of Assessment Research in the U.S.

When mass communication coalesced as an academic discipline midway through the 20th century, much early research focused on measuring audiences and their media usage, and the effects of media upon public opinion. In other words, questions of media performance were secondary. However, there were a number of important early studies that helped to develop a tradition of journalistic assessment. As early as the 1930s, Mitchell Charnley studied the accuracy of newspaper coverage. “As common as the layman’s superficial generalization that ‘the newspaper is always wrong’ is the newspaper man’s defense that the wonder is that so few errors get into print,” Charnley wrote, establishing precedent for accuracy research that continues to this day. 

In the 1950s the sociologists Gladys and Kurt Lang studied television reporting of General Douglas MacArthur’s return to New York after being dismissed as commander of U.S. and U.N. forces in Korea by President Harry Truman. The Langs compared TV reports with eyewitness observations and concluded that news accounts followed the lines of a narrative essentially written in advance, in accordance with journalists’ expectations of the story; the phenomenon later came to known as “media logic.” Later researchers replicated this approach with other events, such as Vietnam War protests.

However, the model situation for evaluation concerns election coverage, where the criteria for measuring balance (i.e. equal or proportional representation of candidates) are clear. The landmark research in this area was Paul Lazarsfeld and his Columbia
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University team’s study of press and radio coverage of the 1940 presidential election. The researchers concluded that while Franklin Roosevelt received more coverage in quantitative terms, Wendell Wilkie received more favorable coverage. Lazarsfeld’s study, published in the book *The People’s Choice*, established precedent for researchers to assess content in terms of balance and impartiality. Balance was generally seen as an outcome of the selection of news (e.g. were the candidates covered in roughly equal numbers of stories?) and was measured through content analysis. Impartiality was seen through the presentation of news (e.g. was one candidate treated in more positive terms?) and was measured through qualitative methods, such as textual analysis, which will be discussed in more detail later.

*The People’s Choice* opened the door to numerous studies of news content, including Klein and Maccoby’s comparison of newspaper endorsements and news coverage of candidates. Television’s ascendance later drew attention to analyses of network news coverage. The 1972 presidential election between Richard Nixon and George McGovern was the subject of multiple studies. Hofstetter concluded that network coverage was indeed balanced, with little evidence of differential bias among the three networks of the time. Patterson and McClure, however, argued that the networks favored Nixon; while the amount of coverage was balanced, the researchers concluded that the
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nature of the coverage neglected McGovern’s policy positions and leadership qualities.\textsuperscript{9} There is an extensive body of research on local television news content.\textsuperscript{10} However, few of the local news studies emphasized issues of balance. One exception was a recent Federal Communications Commission-sponsored study, which failed to find significant difference in “partisan slant” of news coverage between stations cross-owned by newspapers and other stations in the same market.\textsuperscript{11}

These studies highlight the historical difficulty of journalistic assessment. Quantitative analysis of balance – sometimes referred to as “stop-watch studies” – may point to important discrepancies in coverage and signal a lack of fair treatment. However, stop-watch analysis alone does not address questions of whether coverage favored a particular candidate or, for that matter, a political party or interest group. Yet another complicating factor is that positive or negative coverage does not necessarily flow from bias; it is largely a function of “real world” external events that implicate candidates. For example, the Iran hostage crisis cast a pall over coverage of President Jimmy Carter’s campaign, as noted by Robert Entman.\textsuperscript{12}

International scholars have also conducted widely cited studies of fairness and balance. A group of sociologists at Glasgow University has published analyses of television news, primarily focused on the U.K., for more than 30 years as the Glasgow

Media Group. A common theme of its research is that journalistic claims of objectivity and balance serve “to obfuscate what is in fact the reproduction of the dominant assumptions about our society.” The group’s most recent study, published as *Bad News From Israel*, focused on coverage of the Israeli/Palestinian conflict, and argued that Israelis are heard twice as often as Palestinians on BBC One and ITV News.

This raises the issue of the polemical nature of some assessment research, which has been used to challenge the legitimacy and credibility of mainstream media. There have been several high-profile examples of such research in public broadcasting, most notably when former CPB Chairman Kenneth Tomlinson commissioned a study of the PBS program *NOW with Bill Moyers*. The study was criticized in the OIG report for its lack of clear criteria as well as a lack of attention to governance issues in the commission. We raise the issue here, not to challenge the Glasgow group’s scholarship or to revisit the Tomlinson affair, but rather to note that assessment may be driven by ideology or political motives, in addition to its use as a tool to improve journalistic practice.

**International Regulatory Assessment Traditions**

Social and governmental expectations of public broadcasting are generally higher in industrialized democracies other than the United States. This results from longer histories, higher levels of public funding, and stronger competitive footing. Further, the
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16 CPB, *REPORT OF REVIEW*, Chapter III.
absence of First Amendment traditions of press freedom often means fewer constraints upon governmental involvement in broadcasting. Accordingly, public law in other nations is largely more prescriptive regarding the obligations of public broadcasters. By extension, then, we may look internationally for assessment models and evaluation criteria.

Most models seek to define public service and to evaluate the degree to which national broadcasters meet those expectations. In many cases, such as Britain, Germany and Canada, international broadcasting laws do make direct reference to impartiality or other variants as content ideals. They fail, however, to provide specific evaluative criteria or methodologies. The notable exception is Sweden.

The Swedish Broadcasting Council in the 1960s and 1970s commissioned several major research studies by scholars at the University of Gothenburg, to determine whether Swedish public service broadcasters were meeting their statutory obligations for “factuality” and “impartiality” (the term “objectivity” is not mentioned in the law). The researchers developed a coding scheme that divided factuality into two components: truth (i.e. accuracy) and relevance, relating to the connection of the source or story to the larger issue. For example, is coverage of a small protest relevant to the reporting of the larger story, or might its inclusion represent bias or slant by appearing to favor or endorse
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the perspective of the protesters? “A description that allows the audience to understand the course of events is relevant,” wrote lead researcher Jorgen Westerstahl.\textsuperscript{19}

Impartiality is divided into the categories of balance and neutrality of presentation. Balance in this context refers to proportionality of coverage: “all essential parties should, if possible, be included and have a voice, and ... smaller or larger deviations from a strict balance can be tolerated when justified by, for example, the existing supply of information or judgments of relevance.”\textsuperscript{20} Neutrality means the journalist does not “identify with or repudiate the subject of the report.”\textsuperscript{21}

Westerstahl’s team tended to emphasize data relating to impartiality, relative to factuality, which he explained as follows: “Objective news reporting is not accomplished without conscious will; objectivity is not a natural condition. When that will is missing, then the requirement of truth will occasionally be affected, but relevance decisions, balance between the parties in the conflict, and the presentations of the parties will always be affected.”\textsuperscript{22} Further, Westerstahl wrote, “[I]t is not so much the question of the veracity of individual reports as of the presentation as a whole and its relationship to reality.”\textsuperscript{23}

Ultimately, Westerstahl argued, such assessment research must take into account the interests of the audience, and requires the broadcaster to “know” the audience, in terms of possessing reliable social-scientific data on demographics and psychographics (what the Swedish team called “extramedia data”). “If one wonders why certain subject

\textsuperscript{20} Westerstahl, “Objective News Reporting,” p. 419.
\textsuperscript{21} p. 420.
\textsuperscript{22} p. 421.
\textsuperscript{23} p. 416.
areas are given so much attention while others are ignored, or why certain viewpoints constantly recur while others are missing, the need for extramedia data is obvious.”

“Extramedia data” may also be used longitudinally as a test of journalistic accuracy.

The Swedish model offers a useful theoretical framework for thinking about evaluation. The next section of the White Paper attempts to identify and define those concepts and criteria that are essential for evaluating journalistic content for balance and impartiality. These are the building blocks for any set of policies and procedures related to assessment.

**Concepts and Criteria for Assessing Balance: Source Bias**

An important criterion in evaluating balance is the selection of sources. Ideally, journalists would call upon sources from the various sides in proportional numbers and of similar standing (i.e. in terms of status, influence and access to information). In practice, studies show journalists devote “more attention to official, more authoritative, sources or more attention to the ‘voices’ with the best organization and resources.” One study found, not surprisingly, that powerful, economically advantaged groups were “more satisfied” with the media coverage they received than were less-advantaged groups. Many critics of U.S. media coverage of the build-up to the Iraq War alleged that
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journalists relied too heavily on administration sources, and therefore failed to be sufficiently skeptical of official policy rationales.

Stavitsky and Gleason, in comparing NPR and Pacifica Radio news coverage in the early 1990s, found the two outlets reported many of the same stories, but often used vastly different sources, reflecting Pacifica’s avowedly progressive political stance and NPR’s aspiration of the period to establish itself as a full-service, mainstream news service.  

While both organizations regularly used official sources, Pacifica was more likely to use activists and citizens as sources, and NPR was more likely to use “independent” academic experts.

**Framing and “Preferred Readings”**

Framing refers to the idea that news stories are organized – framed – in standardized formats “with typical ‘codes’ for presentation which tell the receiver how to ‘read’ stories.” As we wrote in an earlier White Paper for CPB: “This perspective contends that news stories may be framed in terms of cultural stereotypes: helpless single mothers or senior citizens being denied benefits by anonymous bureaucrats, hard-partying frat boys out of control on spring break, failed corporate CEOs dismissed with multimillionaire dollar ‘golden parachutes.’”

This “cultural studies” approach to evaluating coverage also holds that such stories have “preferred readings,” meaning the writer has embedded a preferred
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interpretation - whether consciously or not - often favorable to the established order.

News content is thus shaped within these larger interpretive frames. Conventions of news production, such as close-ups of emotional sources or “stand-ups” outside closed doors by a reporter who has been excluded, may serve these framed narratives. Stand-ups, for instance, impart the implicit power of the journalist, as do radio reports that include the reporter’s narration on location with background sound. Such visual or aural authority is currently missing from new media narratives, but it’s likely that signifiers will be discovered to invest the journalism with added credibility.

**Semantic Bias**

Also referred to as “discourse bias,” this refers to differential word choice as a component of bias. Communication researchers have long assumed that “evaluative direction is always implicit in the choice of words and phrases in any kind of text, and that such direction is open to decoding.”

31 Is someone an “extremist” or an “activist”? Journalists in the Northwest wrestled with this in their coverage of the trial of people charged with blowing up SUVs and Bureau of Land Management sites in the name of environmental causes. Similarly, complaints over descriptive word choice have been an issue in criticism of media coverage of the Middle East conflict.


Researchers in the social sciences and humanities have developed elaborate methodologies to measure “evaluative direction” of texts – the broad term for content, which could include news accounts.\textsuperscript{34} Development of computer-assisted methods has advanced textual analysis, and could be adapted for assessment of journalistic content. Computer-assisted content analysis takes several forms: from simple word counts to identification of subjects or themes to elaborate analyses, utilizing artificial intelligence, that seek to ascribe meaning.\textsuperscript{35} While much of this vein of research occurs at universities and software has become available “open source,”\textsuperscript{36} a number of commercial providers offer software programs for “media content analysis,” designed primarily for companies to understand the tone of coverage about their brands.\textsuperscript{37} Most computer-assisted content research involves analysis of text; however, work done by scientists to code human and animal behavior captured on video offers promise of adaptation for journalistic assessment.\textsuperscript{38} For example, researchers could study visual elements noted below, such as use of camera angles or “image bites,” in assessing impartiality of presentation.

\textsuperscript{35} D. Riffe, S. Lacy and F.G. Fico (2005), \textit{Analyzing Media Messages: Using Quantitative Content Analysis in Research} (2\textsuperscript{nd} ed.), Mahwah, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, especially Chapter 9.
\textsuperscript{36} See, for example, the VBPro bundle of content analysis software developed by M. Mark Miller, at: http://www.mariapinto.es/ciberabstracts/Articulos/VBPro.htm
\textsuperscript{37} See, for example, \url{http://www.perceptionmetrics.com/pm/Overview.aspx}, or \url{http://www.mediatenor.com/mca_brain_vs_software.php}
\textsuperscript{38} See, for example, the products of the Dutch firm Noldus Information Technology, \url{http://www.noldus.com/human-behavior-research}
Concepts and Criteria for Assessing Impartiality: Visual Elements

Researchers have noted a variety of visual elements that may detract from neutral presentation of news. These aspects include large or splashy newspaper or magazine headlines or TV graphics, or differential camera angles. In the realm of television news, scholars have noted that visual elements can distract attention from the verbal “text.”

Put another way, the script may be neutral, but the visual elements may convey a particular interpretation for the viewer.

In one recent example, Indiana University researchers Eric Bucy and Maria Grabe studied “image bites,” in which presidential candidates were seen on TV news, but not heard as contrasted with “sound bites,” in which they were seen and heard. Finding that candidates were displayed more in image bites than in sound bites, Bucy and Grabe argued that image bites are “vastly underappreciated as a source of political information.” To understand television election coverage, they conclude, researchers must examine visuals of candidates in addition to their words. They call for “a research program focused on the character of candidate displays, the potential for visual forms of bias, and the visual framing of election campaigns.”
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43 p. 670.
Before leaving this discussion of concepts and criteria, scholarly caution is worth noting. While the theoretical and methodological advances noted above offer interesting and potentially valuable avenues for analysis, they require, in McQuail’s words, “objective assessment of objectivity.” In other words, they require value judgments about criteria and methodology. “The findings never speak for themselves,” McQuail wrote, “and always need interpretation….Conclusions drawn from subtle measures of media partiality in news texts have to be treated with caution.”

**Contemporary Assessment Initiatives**

Much of the current work in journalism assessment may be categorized in three ways: academic research of the type cited above, studies by journalism “think tanks” in partnership with foundations and universities, and “crowd-sourcing” initiatives conducted online. Having focused on academic studies above, this section will describe initiatives in the latter two categories.

**“Think Tank” Assessment**

Most prominent in this category are the Pew Research Center’s Project for Excellence in Journalism (PEJ), formerly affiliated with Columbia University and now funded by the Pew Charitable Trusts, and the Joan Shorenstein Center on the Press, Politics and Public Policy, affiliated with Harvard’s John F. Kennedy School of Government. PEJ conducts ongoing content studies of news coverage and analysis of
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45 p. 236.
46 [http://journalism.org/about_pej/about_us](http://journalism.org/about_pej/about_us), [http://www.hks.harvard.edu/presspol/about/index.html](http://www.hks.harvard.edu/presspol/about/index.html)
industry trends as well as annual *State of the News Media* surveys; the Shorenstein Center
generally conducts qualitative analyses on themes of press, politics and public policy.  

The focus of PEJ’s weekly content analysis is the national “News Coverage
Index” (NCI) which measures the leading stories in a given week. Though this
emphasis plays a valuable role in helping us understand the agenda being set by U.S.
journalists, it does not by itself address issues of objectivity and balance. Select studies
do implicate such questions, such as a joint PEJ/Shorenstein Center study of media
coverage of candidate character in the 2008 presidential primaries. The study sought to
determine the “media master narratives,” an approach which falls under the category of
framing, noted earlier. Methodology was adapted from PEJ’s weekly news indices, with
researchers characterizing themes of coverage and coding theme as positive or negative.
This enabled researchers to conclude that “the dominant personal narratives in the media
about Obama and Clinton were almost identical in tone, and were both twice as positive
as negative” (emphasis added).

By extension, then, while PEJ’s regular studies do not directly address the
questions of journalistic assessment that are the focus of this White Paper, PEJ data sets
could be mined for special studies of objectivity and balance on PBS’ *The NewsHour
with Jim Lehrer* and NPR’s *Morning Edition*, which are regularly monitored for the NCI,
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48 Similarly, PEJ tracks the leading stories in the “blogosphere” through its New Media Index, and on talk radio through its Talk Show Index.
49 See [http://journalism.org/research_and_analysis/Studies](http://journalism.org/research_and_analysis/Studies) for a list of PEJ studies.
as is the British Broadcasting Corporation’s international-version website, bbcnews.com.52

“Crowd-Sourcing” Assessment

The term “crowd sourcing” refers to mass collaboration fostered by Web 2.0-style community participation.53 Numerous participatory websites have emerged as de facto sources of assessment by aggregating content referred by readers; offering fora for reader reaction, which is often critical; and providing measures of influence. A well-known exemplar is Digg, which invites users to “participate in the collaborative editorial process” by submitting links to content they find interesting, and commenting on the material.54 Another popular site, Technorati, an aggregator of blogs, created a “Technorati Authority Index,” measuring the number of blogs linking to a particular website and implying, if not necessarily quality, then at least impact.55

A Seattle company known as SpinSpotter went a step further by adding software to the crowd-sourced mix, a free download called “Spinoculars” intended to identify spin and bias in online news and marketing content.56 The SpinSpotter approach triangulates computer algorithms which search for vague phraseology such as “critics say,” among other terms, as well as noting stories with just one source, among other issues, referrals from SpinSpotter readers, and an advisory board of journalists and educators as “experts.” SpinSpotters calls on its readers to help “Resuscitate objective journalism”

52 http://journalism.org/about_news_index/list_of_outlets
54 http://digg.com/
55 http://support.technorati.com/faq/topic/71?replies=1
56 http://spinspotter.com/
while its founders acknowledge the difficulty in doing so. “We just want [the spin] to be transparent, above the surface,” CEO John Atcheson told The New York Times.57

Obviously, crowd-sourced assessment is vastly different than academic or think-tank-based research, and lacks methodological rigor. But it’s worth noting here as an indicator of citizen interest in the quality of media content, awareness of bias as a problem, and willingness to join the conversation. Some public media organizations are already incorporating elements of crowd-sourced assessment in their websites; more should do so.

Assessment Issues in New Media

The rise of new media platforms raises a new set of assessment issues.

- Because much content on new platforms was “repurposed” from broadcast versions, how does the researcher assess the online or mobile media story differently?
- What’s the “unit of analysis” to be studied when websites may archive past stories on a continuing issue? Can a journalist be criticized for failing to provide sufficient context, or not giving voice to all sides in one story, when the archived stories are a few clicks away?
- How should a researcher assess the totality of coverage when the public broadcaster has produced versions for multiple distribution platforms?58

As we adapt our thinking about journalistic practice in the digital age, so too must we rethink journalistic assessment with new media.

Consider the multiple platforms upon which National Public Radio, as an exemplar, distributes content: terrestrial analog radio, terrestrial HD (digital) radio, satellite radio, the web (npr.org), mobile media, Facebook and Twitter. What is the producer’s obligation for objectivity and balance within a particular platform? Is it sufficient to be objective/balanced and provide source diversity across all platforms? This is the digital-age analogue of the old debate over objectivity and balance within a single program or across the program stream. And what are the assessment tools for new media? How do we measure balance on Twitter posts limited to 140 characters?

Yet another wrinkle posed by new media involves “citizen journalism” that may be linked to station web sites, if not published directly on the sites. How does the researcher evaluate the quality of citizen journalism, such as listener-contributed blogs or essays, or audience participation found on websites? If the amount or tone of citizen submissions is not balanced, does the station have an affirmative obligation to commission such content?

We should note that assessment of “aggregated journalism” across multiple platforms would require enhanced understanding of the ways in which people use public (and social) media. Increased access to data from Arbitron’s Portable People Meter will provide some useful data, but CPB or producers may wish to commission special studies to answer relevant questions. Some examples: are people who listen to terrestrial public radio more or less likely than non-listeners to go to station websites? How many listeners

59 http://www.arbitron.com/portable_people_meters/home.htm
have Facebook pages? How many use Twitter? Do listeners to public radio’s satellite radio or mobile media channels also tune into their local terrestrial signals? A model for such studies is Jacobs Media’s “Bedroom Project” analysis of media use by people aged 17 to 28, labeled “Bedroomers” because they spend so much time using media technology in their bedrooms.⁶⁰

In our previous White Paper, “Objectivity and Balance: Conceptual and Practical History in American Journalism,” we argued for a new conception of objectivity and balance to account for the profound economic, social and technological changes in U.S. media. This new conception, we wrote, “must accept the ascendance of so-called distributed, or ‘wisdom-of-the-commons,’ journalism.”⁶¹ Regardless of how “legacy media” professionals may feel about it, journalism has become an enterprise shared with the audience. Broadcasters still keep the gates, and enforce the standards, but viewers and listeners expect – indeed demand – to be part of the conversation. Left out, they will abandon mainstream outlets for the “Daily Me,” a self-selected diet of online information about one’s particular interests.⁶²

A re-imagined, participatory journalistic ideal would inform the concepts, criteria and methods for assessing journalistic content in the multiplatform, participatory mediascape. This conception increases the space for user feedback and contribution -- enhancing the functions of commentary and community building -- while maintaining and foregrounding the traditional model of journalist as verifier. The PEJ, in its 2005 State of the News Media report, noted the ascendance of a “journalism of assertion,”
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⁶⁰ http://www.thebedroomstudy.com/
⁶¹ Stavitsky and Dvorkin, Conceptual and Practical History, p. 30.
driven by the blogosphere and talk programming on radio and cable. Clearly, the concept of a distributed, participatory journalistic enterprise taps into this concern. Citizen-generated commentary can serve as the “sharp end of the lance” of news coverage, but should be built upon the verification and contextualization of traditional journalism. That’s why assessment should be directed to ensure an appropriate balance between substantiated journalism and commentary (read: verification and assertion), between professional and citizen-generated coverage, between official sources and those gleaned from “public-insight networks,” and between balanced and point-of-view content.

**Recommendations**

We conclude with recommendations for formal policies and procedures for analysis of objectivity and balance in public broadcasting, in accordance with the CPB OIG’s *REPORT OF REVIEW*.

We suggest adoption of a program of ongoing, systematic assessment of objectivity and balance. It’s clear from our review of the differing approaches to journalistic assessment that there are numerous criteria and methodologies to bring to bear on content. Therefore it will be necessary for CPB to convene a system-wide conversation with the significant stakeholders in the public broadcasting community, along the model of the Poynter Institute conferences organized in support of the
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Independence and Integrity ethics guidebooks. Stakeholders would be asked to define and prioritize the focus of studies, as it would be unrealistic to seek to evaluate all journalistic programming at one time. Should research begin with national radio journalism programs, or TV documentary, for example?

Further, stakeholders should determine the criteria for assessment. For example, should researchers initially study sourcing, or focus on news frames or semantic analysis? Once determined, the public broadcasting community, in partnership with academic researchers, should discuss ways to define and interpret the various measurements.

Finally, this system-wide gathering would consider the dynamic issues, noted above, related to new media platforms.

After the system stakeholders have provided input, we suggest that CPB commission a series of annual studies that would complement the “Open to the Public” reports of feedback on objectivity and balance. Studies would be conducted by independent academic researchers, dealing with criteria and concepts assigned by CPB. Topics of study would vary yearly, in accordance with feedback reflecting areas of concern from the public and the public broadcasting community. The use of independent scholars would serve to establish the credibility of the research, given past charges of partisanship and polemics. Research findings would be made public by CPB, and would, we imagine, be widely distributed and discussed in the popular and trade press, as well as the blogosphere. This would help to foster a culture of transparency in public media, in
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65 See http://www.cpb.org/stations/radioethicsguide/
66 For example: an “image bite” analysis of the NewsHour or Frontline would require clear and precise definitions of how to “code” each unit of analysis.
67 http://www.cpb.org/aboutcpb/goals/objectivity/
the spirit of the “Open to the Public” campaign as well as the clarion call of the

*Independence and Integrity* ethics process.

**Lessons from Fred Friendly**

This paper has argued for applying a broad range of communication theories and methodologies in the service of assessing objectivity and balance. In short, we call for developing a program of research tailored to public broadcasting’s purposes. There have been fits and starts toward this end in the history of public broadcasting.

In 1971, Fred Friendly, the former CBS News president then serving as a television consultant to the Ford Foundation, prompted the foundation to convene ten prominent academics. The scholars were charged with developing qualitative indicators on the social impact of public TV — “what the audience is getting out of it; and what use they make of it” — to augment PTV’s then-new program of audience measurement. The gathering led to the creation of the little-known, short-lived Public Broadcast Survey Facility, funded by Ford and CPB. The facility launched an ambitious set of studies between 1972 and 1975, when it was disbanded because of resource and organizational problems.

In 1973 the Markle Foundation, a major funder of public broadcasting, issued a call for research methodologies to measure how well the system was meeting the needs of “special interest audiences.” Two years later the National Association of Educational
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69 p. 526-527.
70 p. 527-528.
71 p. 528.
Broadcasters, hoping to build upon the Public Broadcast Survey Facility, organized a research conference. Conferees called for creation of a national Public Telecommunications Research Council. Neither the Markle nor the NAEB initiatives came to fruition.

Obviously this is not the time to call for establishment of a new research infrastructure in public broadcasting. But existing partnerships with academics and consultants could be leveraged to develop new ways of assessing news content. And the research momentum could serve to renew interest in and understanding of broader, fundamental questions of how well U.S. public broadcasting is fulfilling its mission.

---

72 Quoted in Stavitsky, “Counting the House,” p. 528.